
Assembly Instructions

for Glass Collector Bottle



 1. Carefully remove all components and packing   
  material from the collector bottle.

  CAUTION:
  To prevent breakage, DO NOT use force to   
  remove these items.

PARTS LIST:

 • Glass Bottle with Protective Sleeve
 • Lid with Slide Cover 
 • (2) Stainless Steel Bands
 • Handle Assembly (2 Parts)
 • (2) M5 Washers
 • (2) M5 x 08mm x 10mm Screws

 Tools required:  Phillips and Standard
 Screwdrivers
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 2. Place a folded bath-size towel on a flat work   
  surface. Place the collector bottle on the towel,  
  spout facing down. This will not only protect   
  the bottle, it will stabilize the bottle so that   
  you can install the stainless steel bands that   
  attach the handle (fig. A).

 3. Locate the shorter of the two bands and position  
  it around the top of the bottle just below the rim,
   with the engraved arrow pointing toward the top  
  of the bottle (fig. B). NOTE: It may be helpful  
  to curl the bands into a tight circle before   

  wrapping around the bottle. With the spout   
  facing down, align the two ends of the band   
  directly opposite the spout, holding in place   
  with your thumbs. Now, slide the two ends   
  together hooking one over the other (fig. C).

 4. Repeat step 3 with the longer band, this time at  
  the base of the bottle above the protective sleeve  
  (fig. D). Critical alignment will come later.
  NOTE: If the band is too tight to connect,   
  remove the protective sleeve, connect the band  
  and slide on from the bottom.      —OVER—
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 5. Place a washer and screw into the slot (fig. E) on  
  the top of the handle (the top has a protruding   
  lip which goes over the rim of the bottle). Place  
  the handle into position over the bands aligning  
  the openings of the handle with the slots of the  
  bands. Tighten the screw using a Phillips   
  screwdriver. DO NOT over tighten. 

 6. Reposition the longer band to correspond to the  
  notch in the handle (fig. F) and install the other  
  washer and screw. Tighten the screw using a   
  Phillips screwdriver. DO NOT over tighten.

 7. Once satisfied that the handle is in the proper   
  position (directly opposite the spout), install the  

  handle cover by pressing into place with a   
  horizontal downward motion until the alignment  
  pins and the latching mechanism snap into place  
  (fig. G). NOTE: Should it be necessary to   
  remove the handle cover, do so by placing a   
  standard screwdriver into the slot on the bottom  
  of the handle and gently remove (fig. H).

 8. Fill bottle approximately three-fourths full with  
  warm tap water. Add one or two drops of dish   
  detergent, wash bottle interior and lid, then rinse  
  thoroughly.
     
 9. Place lid onto bottle with pour outlet aligned   
  with bottle pour spout (fig. I).


